XONE 464

FEATURE LIST
4 mono channels
Fully-featured mono/mic performance channels with
100mm faders

6 dual stereo channels
2 sources per channel, RCA and TRS.

Stereo mix outputs
When we decided to build a club mixer, we wanted
to satisfy club techs and DJs alike. XONE:464
naturally shares its construction methods with our
pro touring desks, so venues may depend on it
for outstanding audio and reliability. Its unique
analogue filters and 4 band asymmetric EQ also
make it an incredibly creative tool that DJs really
enjoy using. We also included a set of 4 fullyfeatured mic/line inputs, which is great for venues
running small live sets as well as DJs, or for
those pioneering artists who are mixing live and
recorded sources.

2 independent ouputs on XLR or TRS, with full metering

6 Auxiliary sends
From every channel for monitors or effects sends

Outputs
4 stereo, 2 mono zone outputs with rotary control

Voltage Controlled Filters
2 independent stereo filters with frequency and
resonance control

4 band EQ
Stereo channels have +6dB boost to preserve headroom
and -26dB cut for creative mixing

Monitoring
Includes 2 headphone outputs, split cue, mono sum button,

This was the first XONE, and it paved the way for
further DJ product developments - its build and
sound quality mean that it’s still the first choice
for venues where DJ’s and engineers are serious
about their music.

booth output

VCA crossfader
P&G professional crossfader

Monitor section
Comprehensive booth monitor system allows you to listen
to any mix, aux output, or cue source

Quick Change Connectors (QCC)
ALLEN&HEATH’s unique quick-change connector

Sys-Link
Connect to other A&H desks via Sys-Link option

system allows the swift reconfiguration of the
mixer from desktop, rack or flightcase
mounting due to a hinged connector panel

Mounting
Desk or 19” rack mount - rotating connector pod

Power Supply
High performance Internal switch-mode supply
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483 (19)

483 (19)

610 (24)
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192 (7.6)
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590 (23)
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Depth

530 (20.9)

135 (5.32)

260 (10)

kg(lb)

Weight

10 (22)

13 (29)

